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In this interview, Kęstutis Paulavičius, born in Kaunas on October 2, 1927, describes his family’s 
efforts in the rescue of Jews who had escaped the Kaunas ghetto. His remembrances are those of 
a teenager, but he does provide specific details about the hiding place he and his father dug 
beneath the family home to hide 10–12 Jews. He gives the names of several rescued Jews, 
including the names of two young boys, the sons of the Fainas [Feinas] and Šamesas families. 
He also provides eyewitness testimony of the mass killings at the Fourth Fort. The interview 
takes place in four locations: at the newly constructed home of the interviewee; at the Fourth Fort 
– both in the place where Paulavičius watched the killings outside of the Fort and at the killing 
site within the Fort; and at the basement ruins of the former Paulavičius home where the hiding 
place was constructed. 
 
 

Box 1, Tape 1 
 
 
[00:] 00:40:09 – [00:] 09:17:01 
00:34 – 09:31 
 
He introduces himself as Kęstutis Paulavičius, born in Kaunas on October 2, 1927 to a family of 
laborers; says that his family included his parents and older sister and that his father was a 
highway workshop laborer; explains that the interview is taking place in a newly constructed 
family home and that the original structure no longer exists save for what remains of the 
basement in which several Jews were hidden; talks about his childhood friend and classmate 
Fainas [Feinas], a young Jewish boy, who his family rescued during the war; explains that there 
were many Jews in Panemunė (a neighborhood in Kaunas) as well as a synagogue, shops, and a 
cemetery; mentions that the Fainas family were millers and that his young friend’s name was 
Jeika Fainas, but that he was called Juozas while living with the Paulavičius family; says that 
they lived together in the same room and that he did not live in the hiding place and did not have 
to hide because he did not look like a Jew; recalls that he used to visit the Fainas family and that 
that there were many Jews living in Anykščiai; also remembers that there was a soccer team 
there called “Makabi” [Maccabi]; states that his family was not aware that there would be a war 
up until the bombing began; says that his father was the chairman of the labor union of railway 
workers during the first Russian occupation and that he was apprehended and held for two 
months by the “white stripers” when the Germans arrived; states that they let him go because his 
position in the union had not been political; explains that the “white stripers” did not apprehend 
people before the Germans arrived but that they did shoot at unarmed Russians as they retreated; 
adds that they were called “rebels” or “participants of the rebellion;” confirms that he does not 
know or does not remember any of the names of the “white stripers.” 
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[00:] 09:17:02 – [00:] 19:29:01 
09:32 – 20:09 
 
He specifies that he does not know the details of Mr. Fainas’s shooting and that he did not 
witness it; adds that the older brother was also shot; states that Jews were rounded up into the 
ghetto in August; says that Mr. Fainas’s son was ten years old at the time; comments on the 
reason why Jews were killed saying that people hated them, and that there were anti-Semitic 
songs and expressions but he does not remember them; [longer pause] asserts that only 
Lithuanians rounded up and killed Jews; states that they forced the victims to undress for the sole 
purpose of taking their clothes to wear or sell them; adds that there was no other real reason to 
force the victims to undress; reveals that he watched the mass killing at the Fourth Fort; states 
that he saw the Germans filming the killings; says that he also saw how the Jews were taken 
from the ghetto to the Fourth Fort; explains again that only Lithuanians rounded up and killed 
Jews; describes that the perpetrators wore military uniforms but that he does not know 
specifically the type of uniforms; he guesses that they were German uniforms [dog barking]; 
states that he knew the perpetrators were Lithuanians because they spoke only Lithuanian; says 
that the Jews were peacefully taken from the ghetto because they did not know that they would 
be killed and that they were told they were going to work; recounts how the victims were 
brought to the base of the Fourth Fort, made to lie down and then taken in groups to the killing 
site.  
 
[00:] 19:29:02 – [00:] 30:56:05 
20:10 – 31:02 
 
He explains that the Jews being taken from the ghetto to the Fourth Fort were primarily men, the 
Jewish intelligentsia, and some women; says that there were no Jewish children and that the men 
and women were not separated; admits that he does not remember whether the victims carried 
any belongings with them; states that he and his friend were hidden as they watched the mass 
killing and that they were not noticed by the Germans who were filming the killings; maintains 
that Germans commanded the killings and that Lithuanians drove and killed the Jews, repeats 
that after the killings the perpetrators sold the victims’ clothing and that people would buy the 
clothes; adds that the perpetrators would go to people’s homes to sell the clothes; repeats that 
they wore military uniforms but he does not know specifically what type of uniform; states that 
the perpetrators did not come to his home to sell clothing to the family; talks about the mass 
killing: the Jews were driven with batons, then made to lie down at the base of the Fourth Fort, 
forced to get up, undress, and were finally taken away in groups to be killed; asserts that only 
one mass killing occurred at the Fourth Fort during which 4,000 people were killed; explains that 
the victims were shot at the edge of the mass graves and then the bodies fell into the pits; states 
that the shooters were all very drunk and that the shooting was rather disorganized with no rules.  
 
[00:] 30:56:06 – [00:] 34:57:10 
31:03 – 36:17 
 
He explains that the graves were covered after everyone was killed; adds that he and his friend 
watched the killings for about a half hour; states that the first Jews that his family took in and 
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rescued were the Šamesas family; adds that in the span of two weeks his family rescued several 
Jews from the Vilijampolė ghetto; describes how he used to wait in the evenings for a Gestapo 
military vehicle to bring the Jews to them; he explains that Lithuanians worked as chauffeurs for 
the Gestapo and that they transported the Jews from the ghetto; explains that he led the Jews 
through the forest, over the Jiesios bridge, through Panemunė to the hiding place; talks about one 
Jewish man named Žilberis; states that he brought the young Fainas boy to their home from the 
ghetto; mentions that he was able to do this during the daytime because the security around the 
ghetto was not strict and that the Jews were also let out to go to work. 
 
 

Box 1, Tape 2 
 
 
[02:] 00:20:13 – [02:] 00:43:19 
00:14 – 00:38 
 
[Conversation behind the scenes] He talks about military depots. 
 
[02:] 00:43:20 – [02:] 10:42:10 
00:39 – 11:01 
 
He describes that his family’s commitment to rescuing Jews all began with a child; mentions that 
Česlovas Prapuolenis, his father’s friend and co-worker at the railroad, began rescuing Jews; 
states that the Šamesas family asked Česlovas Prapuolenis to rescue their five year old son; 
says that his father agreed to take in the child and that the child was baptized by a priest at the 
Carmelite church but he does not recall the priest’s name; states that the child was given the 
name Simonas but he does not remember the surname given, nor does he recall who brought the 
child to the church to be baptized; [dog barking] explains that the child lived openly with his 
family; describes how a while later the parents of the child, Mr. and Mrs. Šamesas, also wanted 
to be rescued and so he and his father dug the hiding place; goes on to describe the hiding place: 
recalls that it was in the basement, near the wall under the foundations of the home; explains that 
the indoor opening was hidden by a carpenter’s bench with a hole at the top; describes that the 
other exit was outside, hidden under boards, and that there were two levels of bunks in the hiding 
place; states that 12 people fit inside and that they knew ahead of time how many Jews were 
going to be hiding there; says that the outdoor exit to the hiding place was near their neighbor’s 
fence and that they had to hide the earth as they were digging the shelter; comments that the 
Šamesas family was brought to the Kaunas ghetto because there was no ghetto in Kybartai; 
asserts that the Jews in Anykščiai were killed immediately; mentions again that the young 
Fainas boy did not live in the hiding place; adds that two other people, Mr. Rubinas and Mrs. 
Kataušnikienė [Katavušnikienė] (spelling of surname indicates she is a married woman, wife 
of Mr. Kataušnikas [Katavušnikas]) arrived right before the start of the war and did not go into 
the hiding place; goes on to talk about Ms. (Miriam) Krakonovska [Krakinovski] who was 
rescued by his family; reports that she ran away from the column of victims as they were being 
rounded up and that a German saw her but when she yelled “I am a Lithuanian” he let her go; 
explains that he and his father brought Ms. (Miriam) Krakonovska [Krakinovski] home to their 
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house; says that they had not made an agreement in advance but that they were in that place at 
the time because they wanted to rescue Mr. Fainas’s sister, who was light-skinned and blonde; 
mentions that he did not know Ms. (Miriam) Krakonovska [Krakinovski], who was from 
Troškūnai, nor did he know any of the other Jews except for the Fainas family; explains that 
arrangements were made to rescue the Jews when they were taken to work and that liaisons 
helped to organize the escapes; states that he does not remember the year when the Šamesas 
family arrived; says that when the war began, when the Russians and the war front arrived, that 
his family no longer took in any Jews. 
 
[02:] 10:42:11 – [02:] 21:34:09 
11:02 – 22:21 
 
He talks about one incident when there was a danger that the hiding place would be found; 
explains that in 1943 soldiers were running away from Plechavičius’s army; adds that Germans 
were chasing a soldier and they came to the home of the Paulavičius family to look for him;  
recalls how a German searched for the fleeing soldier in their basement and how close he was to 
discovering the hiding place but he did not; explains that his neighbors now say that they were 
aware that his family was rescuing Jews; states that he does not really believe this and that 
probably only the next-door neighbor was aware of this; talks about an incident when the young 
Šamesas boy almost accidentally burned the house down; says that his father knew German and 
that he was able to communicate with the Jews; also says that two escaped Russian prisoners 
lived in his family’s home and that there was a prison camp nearby [rooster crowing]; adds that 
they both perished at the war front; specifies that he does not know what the people did while in 
the hiding place; [telephone rings] states that there were 10–12 people in the hiding place; 
reports that the oldest people in the hiding place were Dr. Neimarkas and his wife Dr. 
Neimarkienė; says that he brought food to the people in the hiding place every day; explains that 
the hiding place structure no longer exists, that only the place remains.  
 
[02:] 21:34:10 – [02:] 29:26:21 
22:22 – 30:32 
 
[The scene changes – the interview takes place outdoors, near the Fourth Fort; Paulavičius is 
visible, the interviewer approaches him; Paulavičius shows the location where he and his friend 
were hiding during the mass killing at the Fourth Fort and points to the killing site] He explains 
that at the time of the killing there were no trees obstructing the view; says that they were able to 
see the hills of the Fort [the sound of cars driving past]; tries to remember where the German 
and Lithuanian guards were stationed; explains that they did not allow cars to drive down the 
road near the Fort; [Paulavičius and the interviewer are walking; the camera pans to show the 
road; cars drive past; they walk over to the road] he estimates that the killings took all day long; 
guesses that 4,000 people were killed, and that he and his friend watched hidden about 300 
meters from the killing site; [the camera moves, shows the road, focuses again on the 
interviewer and Paulavičius] he explains that the victims were undressed at the base of the Fort 
and then they were shot on a hill; [cars drive past; a short pause; the scene changes; the camera 
shows Paulavičius and the interviewer walking toward the entrance to the Fort; a soldier is 
standing at the gates, he lets them in; the interviewer asks the soldier to stay behind the camera; 
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the camera follows them as they walk toward the Fort] Paulavičius states that they are now 
standing in the Fourth Fort; says that this is the road on which the victims were brought into the 
Fort; [he walks into the Fort and indicates the location where the victims were made to lie down 
on the ground; the camera pans to show the location] he asserts that he did not see the victims 
lying down and that he knows about this only from what he was told; states that he only saw the 
undressed victims at the killing site; says that the victims were wearing only undergarments and 
that he does not know if women and men were mixed together in the groups; states that he did 
not see how and from where the victims were taken up to the killings site but that the victims 
were driven with batons [he walks over to another location, guessing where the victims were led 
up to the killing site; tries to orient himself to show how the victims were brought up from the 
base of the Fort to the killing site]. 
 
[02:] 29:26:22 – [02:] 36:22:08 
30:33 – 37:46 
 
The interviewer asks Paulavičius to show him the location of the mass grave; [they walk, the 
camera follows] Paulavičius says that after the killings, prisoners had to dig up the grave and 
burn the corpses of the victim; [the camera follows them, moves, shows the surrounding area; 
they walk through a tunnel, turn to the right, and then walk up a small hill] he says that one 
Jewish man tried to run away from the grave and that he was shot; [walking, the camera follows, 
they continue walking; the scene changes; the camera is behind them and he points out the 
killing site] he mentions that he does not know if there was only one mass grave because he did 
not walk up to see it after the killings; states that there was only one grave being dug up when the 
corpses were being burned; adds that he did not witness this himself but that his father saw it; 
comments on the fact that after the killings people were able to freely visit this location because 
it was not guarded in any way; [he points in the direction from where he witnessed the mass 
killing; they walk; the camera follows and shows the road and distance] the interviewer guesses 
that the distance is about 200 meters; Paulavičius talks about the process of the killings: the 
victims were brought up to the grave, shot, and then they fell into the pits; states that he did not 
notice if the shooters were standing on the opposite side of the pits or if they ever fired directly 
into the grave [he turns around, the camera moves, close-up of his face; pause]. 
 
 

Box 1, Tape 3 
 
 
[03:] 00:42:13 – [03:] 09:02:01 
00:48 – 09:27 
 
[Setting of interview changes: Paulavičius and the interviewer are standing on the shores of a 
river, near the former and current home of the Paulavičius family] He talks about the fate of his 
family after the war: in 1946, a flood washed away the family home; in 1947, his sister died at 21 
years of age; and on May 1, 1952, his father was shot and killed at home through a window; says 
that his father’s murder remains unexplained and that his father served in the Lithuanian army 
during independence in 1918; talks about the circumstances of the murder: his father was shot in 
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the head through a window with a Russian pistol; maintains that he does not know the motive for 
his father’s murder, nor does he present his personal opinion or explanation; the interviewer asks 
him if his father’s murder was somehow related to their rescue of Jews; he replies saying that he 
does not know at all; says that the neighbors do not really pay attention to the fact that his family 
rescued Jews and that he is sometimes referred to as a “white Jew”; [they walk to take a look at 
the hiding place, the camera follows] he explains again that the home was destroyed by flooding, 
but that the basement is still intact; [they continue walking until they reach the remains of the 
basement; Paulavičius steps down into the basement; the interviewer and camera remain outside 
of the structure; he shows the location of the hiding place where the cement floor was cut out to 
make an opening; he indicates the size of the hiding place; he demonstrates the width of the 
hiding place by taking one sideways step] he explains that the length of the hiding place was two 
beds which were constructed as two bunk beds, on either side of the hiding place, and that there 
was a narrow path in between the beds; [he shows the orientation of the beds] he explains that 
several people slept in one bed instead of taking turns sleeping; describes that air came in 
through both openings: outdoors under the boards and indoors through the cover under the 
carpenter’s bench; recalls that the people would go outside at night and that one had to crouch 
while standing in the hiding place; confirms that he and his father dug out the hiding place over a 
period of four nights.  
 
[03:] 09:02:02 – [03:] 14:28:22 
09:28 – 13:09 
 
He explains that the walls of the hiding place were bolstered by wooden boards; says that he 
does not remember the floors, but assumes that there were boards on the ground [rooster crows]; 
says that he used to bring the food to the people in the hiding place through the opening cover; 
recalls that they used to come up into the house to listen to the radio; explains that his father sold 
his house in the village of Birutė, in Freda (a section of Kaunas) and also traded with the 
Germans so that he would have money to support the rescued Jews; says that it was warm in the 
hiding place but that no one fell ill; adds that perhaps no one complained of illness because it 
was more important to focus on staying alive [the camera moves, close up of his face, camera 
moves back]. 
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